Abstract. Diffusion and chemical reactions in multicomponent systems play an important role in numerous technology applications. For example, surface treatment of materials and coatings by particle beam leads to chemical composition and grain structure change. To investigate the thermal-diffusion and chemical processes affecting the evolution of surface structure, the mathematical modeling is efficient addition to experiment. In this paper two-dimensional model is discussed to describe the evolution of titanium nitride coating on the iron substrate under implantation of boron and carbon. The equation for diffusion fluxes and reaction rate are obtained using Gibbs energy expansion into series with respect to concentration and their gradients.
INTRODUCTION
To provide the increase of material wear-resistance the coatings on the base of titanium nitride are widely applied. The bombardment of surface by high energy ion beams is one of the effective ways to directed structure change of composition and structure of the coating after deposition. In this case, high concentration gradient appears in coating surface that leads to essential diffusion redistribution of elements along thickness of the coating.
Experimental investigations of coating properties after treatment do not give overall notion on the processes resulting in that or other structure. In this case, a help could be awaited on mathematical modeling.
Mathematical model of modification of coating surface layer by combined particle beam was suggested in [1] taking into account new phases formation. It was demonstrated that such models are able to predict the coating composition change varying some technology parameters. The admixture in surface layer of a substrate and more detailed reaction scheme were added to the model in [2] . Structure formation had not been discussed there.
In this paper, two-dimensional mathematical model of coating treatment is formulated to describe grain structure evolution.
FUNDAMENTALS
Models of multi component media can be constructed using free energy (or other thermodynamical potential corresponding to observation condition) of heterogeneous thermodynamical system in the form (at constant pressure or stresses)
where is the volume of the system under study, k C are mass concentrations of species:
T is the temperature. Gibbs energy of the system G includes two parts: configurational con and interfacial int . For multicomponent mixture energy density is given by con 0 (0)
where the first term presents Gibbs energy of pure components; the second and the third terms correspond to mixing energy. Last sum makes possible to describe non-ideal solutions with non-lineal behavior. The part int is associated by many authors with nonlocal effects near the interfaces between phases in multiphase systems or between crystal grains. Contribution of nonlocal processes is connected formally with concentration gradients
where parameters ij depend on surface energy density and thicknesses of interface layers.
If any thermodynamic potential is known as a function of thermodynamical variables, we can find all thermodynamical properties, using usual thermodynamical methods.
For example, chemical potentials of species follow the formula
Chemical potentials determine the transfer processes and chemical reaction rates. Similar approach allows describing the evolution of grain structure in numerous applications of Phase-field method [3] and extended thermodynamics [4] . However many problems appear when transfer processes and chemical reactions define structure and properties change in real situation.
PARTICULAR MODEL
A titanium nitride coating, preliminarily deposited on substrate, is made of iron. The interface and coating external surface are plane; the particles of aluminum and boron (ions, which lose charge at surface) penetrate in coating as assumed in [1, 2] . However, mobility of species depends on total Gibbs energy (Eq. (1)) and chemical potentials are calculated with Eq. (5). It is assumed that only one summary reaction takes place.
As a rule, 6 substances are presented in the system: Al, B, Ti, N, Fe and solid solution TiAlBN. Their concentrations are denoted as 1 6 , ..., . C C There are three equation types for species. Firstly, it is the diffusion equations for particles implanted into coating
where k J are diffusion fluxes; k are the sinks of elements in chemical reaction; functions k f describe the sources for species due to implantation.
Secondly, the diffusion equations describe evolution of titanium and nitrogen
Unique kinetic equation gives solution concentration
Iron concentration follows Eq. (2). Thermal conductivity equation due to small temperature gradients turns to heat balance equation similar to [1, 2] . Chemical reaction rate depends on concentration correspondingly to mass action law and on the temperature according to Arrhenius law. Diffusion fluxes are calculated using irreversible thermodynamics approach [5] . The detailed way of coefficients estimation is described in [6] for systems close to ideal. For Gibbs energy with additional terms (described by Eq. (3) and Eq. (4)) the approach [7, 8] is more suitable.
Boundary and initial conditions are as for [1, 2] .
DISCUSSION
Equation for diffusion flux can be found from functional (1) ,
where coefficients k M form mobility matrix.
Hence, we find 0 0
Because thermal conductivity coefficient is high, temperature gradients are negligible small and phenomenon of mass transfer due to temperature gradient action is not taken into account. All coefficients can be considered as depended on composition and temperature.
As a result we obtain nonlinear differential equations for diffusing species of fourth order. Cross diffusion fluxes are also contained in these equations. Even in the simples case, when 0 0, Cauchy problems are mainly discussed in literature. Computational results of some authors are quite impressive in outward appearance. However they are vulnerable to qualitative and quantitative verification, because the physical sense of incorporating parameters is not clear, their experimental determination is not possible today. Numerical algorithms described in literature [9, 10] reduce often instable, however authors of numerous papers confine them. Therefore, analysis of existing problems of missing parameters determination and development of appropriate numerical algorithms belong to our task in respect to applied problems.
SUMMARY
Thus, Gibbs energy depending on concentration of species and gradients is presented. Particular model of structure evolution of a coating under ion bombardment is described. It was shown that even the simplest case leads to equations of fourth order that demands special discussion of boundary conditions. Additionally it is necessary to find a suitable approach to calculate coefficients using independent considerations.
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